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SOCIETY'S NEED OF THE DOCTOR. 
H. B. LOWRY, M. A., M. D., Ph. D . 
The chief demand that society makes upon the individual ls 
that he be of service to the community. This is in no way in-
consistent with the strictest indiyidualistic doctrines, for he who 
can best help himself can also best help others. A career that 
is not useful is unworthy to be considered by the earnest capable 
young man. To one contemplating the study of medicine the 
first question should be not does it pay to be a physician, but 
is can the doctor be helpful to those about him. Does he play 
an essential role in the social drama? Is he a necessary factor 
in the problem of civilization? 
If the evolutionary theory of society be the correct one; 
if society is the product of growth and not of the "social com-
pact"; if it is an organism rather than organization, then there 
should be no member that does not perform a function. Has 
society any such members? Why not? . Other organisms, as we 
know, have them, and there are those who will affirm that the 
social body is not free from them. For instance, a very larg,~ 
number doubtless believe that the excresence known as the pro-
fessional politician could be, with great benefit, cut from the 
body-politic. Already many things point to his extinction; 
there are indications of a growing betterment of the public ser-
vice. As merit· becomes more and more requisite for position, 
ward politics will become less and less a vocation, so that in the 
end the desire for his extinction will be a happy eventuation. 
To. not a few society seems to be out-growing the need of the 
soldier. The opinion is often expressed that we could not do 
without him; that we could not, with advantage, dispense with 
the profession of arms. If this cannot be done now, most of the 
civilized nations are looking forward to the time when it may be 
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done. Again, a very considerable number think the world 
would be better off without players or even without play-
wrights. The average stage production would seem to warrant 
this conclusion on general principles. One critic, evidently of 
such opinion, has divided this kind of writing into three classes, 
namely, erotic, exotic and dramatic. I said " the average play" 
for these, of course, can have no claim to being literature. These 
are not all that are excluded from the ideal social state. The 
same theorists who have condemned the foregoing would also 
place the mark upon our legal brethren. They argue that the 
lawyer adds nothing to the wealth of the world, and that con-
sequently he has I\.O right t o share in it. Neither is t he state-
ment any longer novel that even the clergy, as a class, serve no 
useful purpose in the social organism; that, ,on the contrary, 
they retard progress in civilization ; in short, that the world 
could and should get on without them. These are not the 
harpings of class or religious prejudice, but the sincere utter-
ances of a system of political philosophy. Certain writers on 
social problems maintain that all non-producers are drones kept 
by the working bees. As players, soldiers, lawyers and preachers 
are non-producers, they are placed in this class, and society, 
these writers argue, would be relieved of a burden if they were 
stung from its hive. The older economists included the doctor 
in this non-producing class, but the best modern writers show 
that the physician is really a producer; that he does this by 
saving and prolonging life-by the prevention and cure of dis-
ease,-in this way giving a greater number of working days to 
the producer or to production. 'fhe doctor is a producer just 
as a man is a producer who cares for and repairs a labor-saving 
machine. H owever, to discuss the merits of this theory of "pro-
duce or perish, would take us too far afield. But that they are 
the utterances of honest convictions held by many people can-
not be denied. Neither is a fuller statement necessary, because 
we shall not make it our view-point. We have the doctor's ex-
cuse for existing not on material production, however sound 
that may be, but on a much nobler, if less scientific ground, th~ 
ground of humanitarianism. Who adds so much to the physical 
well-being of the community as the man of medicine? This he 
does, not only by the palliation and cure, but a lso by the preven-
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tion of disease. Indeed, it is in preventitve medicine that the 
greatest progress has of late been made. His usefulness does 
not even end here; because of his admirable training perhaps no 
class of men add so much data to the general scientific fund. 
Henceforth he is to be a mail of profound and varied knowledge. 
It is not without pleasure that one already observes among hi'3 
neighbors their growing respect for him. At his present rate 
of progress he is destined soon to be the chiefest man among 
them. Most assuredly he plays as essential role in the social 
drama. No theory of the sociologist, no .utopia, no reform does 
or 12an do away with the doctor. He is included in every scheme 
of society. No man or class of men are calling for his extinc-
tion. He is needed in the family. He is needed in the munic-
ipality. He is needed in the state. No social arrangement can 
be so complete, no s.anitation so perfect , that it will ever be pos-
sible to get on without the physician. 
THE METRIC AND THE OLD SYSTEM. 
By PAULE. KOERBER, '96. 
Both of them have their advantage and nothing confuses 
.a student more than the numbers received by converting the old 
into the metric system. As I had some difficulty myself while 
in the hospitals in Germany, where nothing but the metric sys-
tem was used, and as I could not find any tabula in any of the 
books, I undertook to make one myself, which I will briefly de-
scribe, so as a clear view of the process of reduction may be had. 
In the metric system the unit is 1 gramen, in the old system 
it is 1 grain. Now 1 gramen when reduced into the old syste111 
will give the numbers 15. 432 grains and the reduction of 1 grain 
into the metric system will give us 0.0648 gramen. Both of these 
numbers are standard and if we multiply both we receive most 
horrible' figuers 0. 9999836, which are just 1 grain, showing us 
that the proportions are very correct. In the process of reduc· 
tion we must adopt the above two figures as standard in order to 
obtain an accurate result and only the results can be rounded 
up with safety; this is said especially for poisonous drugs as 
Atropine, etc. We know that 1 grain is 0.0648 gramm, using 
this number for reduction only and build up on it as we go on. 
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Now 2 grains will be 0.0648x2=0.1296 gramms=0.13 gramms and 
so on. But this can serve only for drugs of a comparatively 
non-poisonous character, for which the tabula is arranged, but 
by drugs where an exact dosage is required and especially so 
when we prescribe pills, etc., we do not round up, but must 
use the whole result of our reduction. 
1 grain equals 0.06 gram 9 grains equal 0. 6 gram 
2 " " 0.13 " 10 " " 0.64 " 
3 " " 0.2 " 11 " " 0.7 " 
4 
" " 
0. 26 " 12 " " 0.8 
,, 
5 " " 0,.3 " 13 " " 0.84 " 
6 " " 0.4 " 14 " " 0.9 " 
7 " " 0.45 " 15 " " 1.0 " 
8 " " 0.5 
We now come to the fractions of a g11ain and again must 
adopt o. 0648 gram= 1 gra.in, as standard, as we must be very 
accurate here. One-third grain=O. 0648x3=0. 0216 gram=O. 02 
gram. 
1-2 grain equals O. 03 gram 1-60 grain equals 0. 001 gram 
1-4 " " 0.016 " 1-70 " " 0.0009 " 
1-5 " " 0.018 " 1-80 " " 0.0008 " 
1-& " " 0.01 " 1-90 " " 0.0007 " 
1-1 " " 0.009 " 1-100 " " 0.0006 " 
1-8 
" " 
0.008 " 1-120 " " 0.0005 " 
1-9 " " 0.007 " 1-150 " " 0.0004 " 
1-10 " " 0.006 " 1-200 " " 0,0003. " 
1-20 " " 0.005 " 1-300 " " 0.0002 " 
1-30 " " 0.002 " 1-400 " " 0.00015 " 
1-40 " " 0.0016 " 1-500 " " 0.00013 " 
1-50 " " 0.0013 " 1-600 " " 0.0001 " 
Now the reduction of the metric system into the old sys· 
tern. We know that to the left of the point we have from 1 gram 
up and to the right of the point we have the subdivision of that 
gram into decigrams (first figure to the right), into centigrams 
(second figure; milligrams (third figure); decamilligrams (fourth 
figure). For instance, 1.356 grams would read: one gram, 
three decigrams, five centigrams, 6 milligrams. 
15.432 grains=l gram= l.0 gram-1.0 (for short) will serve 
us again as standard: 
1 decigram-1-10 of a gram-0.1 gram-0.1-15.432x0.l-1..-
5432 grains-1} grains. 
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Two decigrams=0.2 grams-15.432x0,2-3.0864 grains-:~ 
grains, and so on. 
o. 1 gram equals lYz grains 0. 01 gram equals 1-6 grain 
0.2 " " 3 " 0.02 " " 0 " 
0.3 " " 5 " 0. 03 " " Yz " 0.4 
" " 6 " 0.04 " " % " 0.5 " " 8 " 0.05 " " % " 0.6 " " 9 " 0.06 " ,, 1 " 
0.7 " " 11 " 0.07 " " 1 " 0.8 
" " 12 " 0.08 
,, 
" 17,{ " 0.9 " " 14 " 0.09 " " l Yz " 1.0 " " 15 " 
Drops of a watery fluid and tinctures, of fatty oils and 
balsams 1.0 gram-20 drops or each drop 0.05 of alcoholi0 
fluids and tinctures, ethereal oils, chloroform, spt. aetheris; 
ether acetic. 1. 0=25 drops or each drop=O. 04. Ether 1. 0= 
50 drops or each drop=0.02. 
The following measures are in use which of course are not 
very accurate: 
0.001 gram equals 1-60 grain 
0.002 " " 1-33 " 
o. 003 " " 1-25 
0.004 " " 1-16 " 
0.005 " " 1-13 " 
0.006 " " 1-11 " 
0·007 " " 1-10 " 
0.008 " " 1-8 " 





































Now suppose we want to prescribe 100 pills of acid arsenic, 
@ 1-60 grain, we first of all must reduce 1-60 grain intothemetrfo 
system, 0. 0648-=--60= 0. 00 l; now 100 pills@ O. 001 will give us O. 1, 
which is the total amount of arsenious acid to be prescibed, (by 
50 pills it would be 0. 001x50=0. 05, total amount, for instance: 
ly 
Acid arsenic 0,1. 
Piper nigra. 
Pulv. rad ic alth. aa 5,0. 
Mucilago gummi arab, q, s. 
Mx. ft. pil. No. loo. 
S. 1 pill t. i. d. after meals. 
When writing a prescription the word gram or decigram 
or so on is superfluous, as the numbers cannot be mistaken for 
anything else. 
EDITORS. 
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Eel i teria 1. 
In this issue we present the portrait of Dr. H. B. Lowry, 
professor of nervous and mental diseases. His article "Society's 
Need of the Doctor," gives, in a few pages, a resume of some 
of the ideas that society finds time to think about. He proves 
that in the evolution of society the doctor occupies a position 
quite necessary to the well being of mankind. 
* 
* * 
The Pulse observes with satisfaction the increased interest 
in the library. During vacation two additional tables and some 
more chairs were placed in the reading room. A large number 
of books have also been added during the last month. The 
Journal of the American Medical Association, The Western 
Medical Review and a number of other leading journals, includ-
ing The Pulse are now on file. 
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Among the other improvements around the college building 
we notice that the eye and ear room has been fitted up with a 
half dozen Argen lamps. These facilitate the use of the opthal-
moscope and ear speculum. And is an innovation of much prac-
tical benefit to the students in the examination of patients. 
* 
* * 
The Pulse suggests that a committee be appointed com-
posed of a representative from each class and a fifth from the 
faculty to choose a design for a college button. We have a foUl' 
years' course now, and it is high time that we begin to cultivate 
college ideas and customs. We need a button, and we hope 
to see our suggestion acted upon. All these things add to col-
lege spirit and enthusiasm of which there seems to be very lit-
tle exhibited. Another thing along this line that we wish to 
mention. We ought to have a regulation yell, not only have 
one but every man should be compelled to learn it on penalty 
of being drawn and quartered if he did not. 'fhere are people 
living in Omaha to-day, who do not know that such an institu-
tion as the Omaha Medical College has an existence. Its om 
business to make them acquainted with us. 
* 
* * 
"All I want of the Omaha Medical College is my diploma;" 
was an expression heard not long since by the editor. We are 
charitable enough to believe that in real truth the speaker did not 
mean all he said. We are forced to recogllize, however, that in 
all small schools the sentiment expressed in the above quotations 
does have existence. It is not right. The man who goes out of 
any school with such an idea as this hanging around his neck 
ifl making a sad mistake. When graduation day has come and 
the degree has been conferred your alma mater means some-
thing to you whether you will it or not, and you will find very 
soon that she is bigger than you. 
Great men, educationally, have not all been graduates of 
noted universities, and the best colleges are not always those 
tha t turn out each year the largest graduating classes. 
Do not think t hat because our school is small that your diploma 
will be of no use, and that you are to be eternally handi· 
capped in the race for fame because that diploma does not bear 
• 
.. 
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the name of John Hopkins. And so we say. that every one of us. 
alumnus and student, has a vital interest in the future of the 
0. M. C. Its success is our success. Its failure, our failure. If 
every Alumnus would send back to his alma mater each year 
one new student, it would not be very long until his sheep-
skin would be hanging where he who runs could read. While 
our school is small, yet the advantages it offers to students are 
not surpassed by any other school west of Chicago. Graduates 
of our school do not take a back seat anywhere. Mention is 
made in the alumni department of this issue of two recent grad-
uates,-interneships-won in competition with men of the great 
(?) eastern schools. Let's get our coats off and get to work for the 
Omaha Medical College. A great many good things are com-
ing out of the west nowdays, and if we do our part we will 




Dr. J. M. Aikin has taken charge of the clinic for nervous 
diseases. Dr. Aikin is secretary of the Omaha Medical Society 
and the students will find. him a very pleasant and congenial 
member of the profession. 
* * * 
PLENTY AND CHEAP.-The following little story is given as a 
supplement to "What Did the Rector Mean?" in the October 
Review: · 
A clergyman was very anxious to introduce some new hymn 
books into the church, and arranged with the clerk that the latter 
was to give out the notice after the sermon. The clerk, how-
ever, had a notice of his own to give out, with reference to the 
baptism of infants. Accordingly, at the close of the sermon, 
he arose and announced that, "All those who have children 
whom they wish to have baptized please send their names at 
once to the clerk." The clergyman, who was deaf, assumed that 
the clerk was giving out the hymn book notice, and immediately 
arose and said, "And I would say for the benefit of those who 
haven't any, that they may be obtained at the vestry any day 
from 3 to 4 o'clock, the ordinary little ones at one shilling each 
and special ones, with red backs, at one shilling and four pence.' 
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~n l$temoi:iam. 
Dr. Jacob Conover Denise died Friday afternoon, January 
'20, at 2 :15 at his home, 1901 Dodge street, of a complication of 
diseases brought on by an attack of the grip. He had been 
unconscious for a week and his death was hourly expectea. He 
was 70 years of age. The funeral occurred Monday afternoon 
at 2 o'clock. 
Dr. Denise was born in what was known as the "Jerse.r 
Settlement" in Montgomery county, Ohio, December 3, 1828. His 
early life was spent in the growing public schools. He latei· 
attended the academy at Franklin, 0., and the Farmers' College 
at Pleasant Hill. Leaving school in 1850 he entered the packing 
house of Denise & Scheu in Burlington, Ia. In 1851 he com-
menced the study of medicine in Dayton, 0. 'rhe following 
two years were spent in the Ohio Medical college in Cincinnati. 
He entered the Jefferson Medical college in Philadelphia in 18fi4 
and graduated the following year. He established himself for 
practice in Dayton, 0., and remained there until the war broke 
out, when he was commissioned assistant surgeon of the Twen-
ty-seventh Ohio Yolunteers. In 1863 he became surgeon with 
the rank of major. He resigned his commission in 1864 and 
during the following year was acting surgeon of the United 
States army and executive officer of the 'l'ripler hospital in Co-
lumbus, 0. From 1865 to 1867 he was surgeon in the Ohio Sol-
diers' home. 
Dr. Denise came to Omaha to visit his sister, Mrs. Margaret 
Barkalow, in 1866, and liked the state so well that he returned 
on May 17, 1867, to make it his h ome. He was appointed re-. 
ceiver of the United States land office at Grand Island by Gen-
eral Grant in 1869 and filled that position until 1872. He was 
absent long enough, however, to return east and wed Miss Mary 
C. Collier of Philadelphia, October 27, 1870. At the conclusion 
of his term as receiver he came back to Omaha and has been 
here ever since, with the exception of a brief time in 1887, wheII 
he visited Europe. 
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Dr. Denise had been intimately associated with medical affairs 
in Omaha at all times. He served as city and county physician, 
health officer, physician at the poor farm, and was physician at 
the State Deaf and Dumb institute for twenty-five years. He 
was appointed surgeon for the United States pension bureau in 
1874 and served in that capacity continuously. He was physi-
cian at the Good Samaritan hospital since March, 1876. He wa;, 
one of the founders of the Nebraska State Medical society and 
acted as corresponding secretary from 1868 to 1871. He was 
one, of the originators and directors of the local Young Men's 
Christian association, which was organized in his rooms. He 
acted as president for several years. He was an elder in th•! 
First Presbyterian church for twenty-five years and one of the 
founders of the Presbyterian hospital, originator of the Omaha 
Medical college and was also lecturer on ophthalmologyy and 
dean of the college. 
The deceased was not associated with _any fraternal organ-
izations. He was a member of the Army of the Tennessee. He 
leaves the following living representatives of his family: Mrs. 
Mary Collier Denise, his wife; two sons, Rev. Larimore Conover 
Denise, pastor of the First Presbyterian church of Clay Center, 
Kan.; Daniel Lewis Denise of Omaha, and one daughter, Esther 
C. Denise, now in Summit, N. J. 
Dr. Denise, as is stated in the above, quoted from The Bee, 
was one of the founders of our college, and has been intimately 
connected with it ever since. He was professor of ophthalmol-
ogy and otology until a year ago, when failing health compelled 
him to give up the work. 
As a lecturer Dr. Denise was known by every student who 
has ever taken his degree at the Omaha Medical college. Al-
ways kind, generous to a fault, bis death is regretted by faculty 
and alumni alike. 
A.ll leC'tures were canceled Monday afternoon, the faculty 
and students attending the funeral in a body at the First Pres-
byterian church, showing the respect held by all for the loved 
associate and instructor. We mourn him as a friend whose~ 
loss cannot be repelaced. 
l!litt 
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THE FORAMEN'S LAMENT. 
I'm a poor abused foramen. 
After Winslow I am named, 
As a sticker and a poser 
I am most unjustly famed. 
For the students all neglecting, 
Often fail in their detectirng, 
W-hile my owner they're dissecting, 
Then most rudely I am blamed. 
I'm a poor a:bused foramen; 
'And in front of me is tucked, 
The communis choledochus, whdch 
Is nothing but a duct. 
Farther front the duodenum-
Hepatic artery between' em-
And the portal vein, you've seen 'em-
And if not, your surely plucked. 
I m a poor abused foramen; 
And I'm bounded on the back 
By the lower vena cava. 
For I'm just ·before its track. 
The right crus of the diaphragm 
Then helps show you where I am 
As I guide you from the greater, 
Over to the lesser sec. 
I am but a poor foramen, 
And the lobe Spigelii 
Is kind enough to locate· so',s 
To form the top of me ; 
The vessel that I've named before 
Is kind enough to form the floor, 
Just he alone and nothln2: more 
Hepatic artery is he. 
Now gentle reader listen, 
Have I got good cause for sadness 1 
My descriptions never tally, and 
They drive me n;iost to madness 
As I read the verbal photographs 
That pass from book to book. 
And make me out the darndest thini; 
Thart; ever looked a look. 
I know I don',t deserve it, 
I'm a simple little hole, 
And the thought of these descriptiorrs 
Harrows up my very soul. 
- Bos. Med. & Surg. Jour. 
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DR. GEORGE H. BICKN1l:LL, Class or '95, Editor. 
Dr. R. B. Mullins, class of '98, writes from Broken Bow, 
Neb.: 
·near Pulse: Enclosed please find one dollar which may 
act as a stimulus to your vaso-motors. I trust The Pulse may 
continue in the good work; it is all the same Hke a letter from 
home. 
If the doctor is as correct in his ideas of what his patients 
needs as he was in selecting a stimulus for our vaso-motor sys-
tem, he will be the most successful of practitioners. 
Dr. Herbert Munson, class of '95, called on Omaha friends 
last week. He is located at Randolph, Ia. 
Dr. P. H. Metz, class of '92, located at Humphrey, Neb., 
writes as follows: "I now rejoice in the title of papa. It is a 
boy named Francis Joseph." 
Dr. E. D. Putnam, class of '97, is now .located at Harris, Ia. 
He brought his wife to Omaha recently to be treated by Dr. 
Allison for incipient appendicitis. 
We have just received notice of the marriage of Dr. E. L. 
Verley, class of '96. It seems that the average young man is 
not safe for a minute after he graduates in medicine . 
• Dr. Alma. Chapman. clas, of '97, had the.misfortune to lose 
her father last summer. He was a well known practitioner of 
medicine and had been located at Hastings, Neb., for many years. 
Dr. A. J. Baker, class of '92, favored us with his genial pres-
ence a few .minutes a few days ago. He is located at Columbus, 
Neb., and says he is flourishin g after the manner of 0. M. C. 
alumni generally. 
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Dr. J. Martin Muller, class of '94, who was for many years. 
professor of chemistry in the 0. M. 0., is located at Murray, 
Idaho. The doctor is a graduate also in dentistry which he prac-
tices in connection with medicine. 
nr. Herbert A. Abbott, class of '97, is now located at Raw-
lins, Wyo., where he has recently been appointed county physi-
cian. He says he had four competitors for the position and in 
consequence of his success is "feeling his oats" €onsidera:bly. 
Dr. Albert Butler, class of '96, is assistant surgeon in the 
United States Marine Hospital on Staten Island.. This hospital 
offers as great a variety of clinical experience as any in this, 
country or Europe, and the service in under the supervision of 
some of the most able· physicians and surge@ns in the· country. 
All friends of the 0. M. 0. and her alumni will be pleased to 
know that Drs. Lemere and Butler are so happily situated. 
Dr. H. B. Lemere, class of '98, who was mentioned in these 
columns last month as having gone to New York to do post-
graduate work, writes that he has received an appointment in 
the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary. To appreciate the value 
of this appointment it is only necessary to know that twenty-
four thousand patients are treated there each year, an average 
of about seventy-six cases each week day. The term of service is 
eighteen months. 
Dr. L. R. Markley, class of '83, writes from New Whatcom, 
Washington, "The first appearance of The Pulse was a great 
surprise to me and its continued publication and improvement 
is a real source of pleasure and profit. I have been here since· 
1890 and am just building a new residence. The clinical arti-
cles in The Pulse are highly interesting to me. The leading 
article in the December Pulse is worth a year's subscription. 
The doctor spoke in complimentary terms also of Dr. Tinley's 
article and mentioned a case of his own, an infant a few weeks 
old which cried continually without apparent cause. Finan~ 
he discovered a small induration upon one butock. Making a 
deep incision into the indurated tissues his knife struck a large· 
sewing needle, the removal of which cured his patient. 
w. F. MILROY, M. D ., E d itor. 
Many of us easily recall the time when a medical student 
was supposed to be about the toughest citizen a community 
could possess. Every sort of ungentlemanly act was attributed 
to him, from grave- robbing to getting gloriously drunk, and 
making life a burden to sleepy folks. It must be admitted that 
this estimate was not without foundation in fact. Medical col-
leges· differed, of course, in their personnel, and consequently 
in the customs that prevailed; but in the majority of them it 
was a matter of class pride that the reputation of the students 
for deviltry should be maintained. 
In harmony with the barbarities perpetrated without the 
college was the deportment of the students within. However 
disasteful it might be to an individual student to have the at-
mosphere of the lecture room blue with tobacco smoke, to sit 
with a man on either side of him, (and perhaps one behind and 
one in front as well), ejecting a stream of tobacco juice upon 
the floor which t~reatened to submerge him; however difficult it 
might be for him to sit and view with complacency during a lec-
ture the muddy b.oots of the man behind resting upo1;1 his shoul-
der; however offensive to him might be the foul jokes, the coarse 
and boisterous conduct, the untidy appearance of the majority 
of those about him, he had more sense than to offer a protest, 
or if not he acquired more sense after the protest was made. 
It must not be supposed that these practices were all devoid 
of benefit, as the following incid~nt will show. A gentleman sat 
at the left of the amphitheatre rather well forward, diligently 
absorbing the words of wisdom that fell from the lips of the 
lecturer, and beguiling the weary hour by a liberal wad of the 
weed in his cheek. On the opposite side of the "pit" sat another 
gentleman engaged in precisely the same occupation as the first, 
but occasionally casting his eye over the assembly of three or 
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four hundred students. At the close of the lecture the second 
gentleman mentioned crossed over to the first and addressing 
him said: "Are you not from Kentucky?" "Yes," he replied, 
"what made you think so?" "I knew it from the way you spit 
tobacco juice," was the reply. They were perfect strangers 
to each other prior to this time.. The above actually occurred, 
the writer being well acquainted with the gentlemen concerned, 
who are both from the "first families" of the blue-grass region. 
Thus, while an_ extenuating circumstance such as this novel 
introduction may possibly be discovered to mitigate the evil of 
those ancient American medical college customs, their tendency 
was not elevating and they were out of harmony with the dig-
nity of men preparing themselves for the practice of the pro-
fession of medicine. 
As in any civilized community the tone of public morals 
depends not so much upon the written law as upon the predom-
inating sentiment of the people, so educational institutions de-
velop, as time goes on, an individuality with clearly defined ideas 
and practices that control their membership. It is therefore 
entirely fair to estimate the members of a college by the prevail-
ing customs of the institution, since odious conduct will be 
frowned down and the offender punished. 
At the present time we find the conditions changed. Exact-
ly why this is so, it may be difficult to say. Possibly the prin-
cipal reason lies in the fact that the extension of the course to 
four years and the pi:'eliminaI'.Y educational requirement, con-
stitutes a sifting process that leaves behind the "fellows of the 
baser sort" who were really responsible for the former state 
of things. At any rate, the change is an improvement. It is 
a great thing in the midst of the annoyances of practical life 
in the profession to be able to look back with genuine pleasure 
to college days as a period of real enjoyment as well as a period 
of work. The student who is vexed and irritated by his sur-
roundings can not do his work with the same degree of success 
as though he were at peace with all the world. This is not a 
mere matter of sentiment; it is a practical matter, seriously af -
fecting ultimate results. The faculty of our college recognize 
the fact that the success of the institution rests largely with 
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the student. 'fhey pride themselves upon the splendid character 
of the men and women who constitute the student body-and 
who have done so in the past-men and women qualified to honor 
any medical college in the land. They recognize the benefit to 
the institution of the amenities which have characterized our· 
commencements, of late years, of the 0. M. C. Pulse and of many 
other enterprises that have ,originated among the students. The 
most effective stimulus the faculty can have to do their level 
best is the evidence that the students have at heart the succesg, 
of the institution. They are pleased to receive suggestions from 
the students and they may be depended on without fail to unifo 
with them in promoting any plan which they may inaugurate 
for their own comfort and happiness and success. 
In opening the library and reading room for the college 
it is not proposed by the trustees to start any rival to the library 
of the Army and Navy Museum at Washington. Such libraries· 
are mainly of use to men engaged in original research; the av-
erage student has but little time to bestow on them. What is. 
intended in the Omaha Medical College is that a set of modern 
text-books shall be kept accessible to all students; and to this, 
will be added from time to time, such medical classics as are of 
perennial interest. With regard to journals, a sufficient number 
of the standard periodicals will be kept on file to enable the 
students to form some idea of the main tendencies of medical 
progress, and of these enough will be from Europe to stimulate· 
the linguisticallJ inclined to keep up their German and French. 
It was at first thought best to put the books into the care of 
class librarians but it has been decided to make the access to 
them as free as poisible. 
Wroblewski sterilized each element of the milk separately and' 
found that the altered appearance and taste are due to a caramel-
izing of the milk sugar, with the formation of a small amount of 
lactic acid, also that the albumin was coagulated, and the casein 
partially precipitated. Pasteurizing produces the same alterations 
in a sl ighter degree. His tes ts prove that sterilizing milk does 
not render it any less digestible. - Deutsche Med. Woch., De-
cember 15. 
Clit)ical Oepartt)Jet)L 
J. F. KELLY, 99, Editor. 
At the Douglas County Hospita l the 0. M. C. student enjoys 
t he opportunity to form a very thorough and intimate acquain-
t ance with many cases. The various clinical pictures become 
wonderfully familiar. We see some of them a ll the year round 
.and from year to year. They are introduced to us by different 
doctors and we can take them not only by the hand an,d feel 
the pulse, but can lay our ears to t heir bosoms and listen to the 
sounds of the heart and lungs, feel their bowels, examine their 
sputa, analyze their urine, scrutinize their very thoughts and 
know all their habits of mind and body. By and by we begin to 
look upon them as friends and feel that they deserve mention in 
the columns of The Pulse. 
On last Saturday morning of Dr. Bridges' course of clinics, 
December 17, four tuberculous subjects were introduced to us, 
and a well-ordered polyclinic was held. Saturday, January 7, 
as Dr. Milroy opened up his course. Dr. Pampel ushered iu 
the same tubercular quartette, and the clinical pictures formed 
of them three weeks previously began to take rooted impression 
in our minds. They are still open to the classes' consideration, 
but the fQllowing are a few of the more important facts thu.i 
far elicited. 
No. 1 was brought before the students a year ago in Dr. 
Bridges' polycliniconchronic bronchitis and was freely embraced 
by a ll for his vesiculo-bronchial breathing. At present a dis· 
tinct amphoric note is heard. There is dulness on percussion of 
wooden quality, and his heart is not palpable. He is 37 year1:1 
old. About 7 years ago he had typhiod pneumonia, followed by 
the grippe, when he coughed blood and lost 25 lbs. For a long 
time he has suffered dyspnoea on exertion, night sweats, and 
hemorrhages a year apart. Dr. Bridges sets his case down as 
one of chronic-ulcerative-tuberculosis. 
No. 2 is a stranger amongst us. He is 41 years old, and 
his mother is still living. One of his brothers died of pneumonia 
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and a cousin on his father's side died of tuberculosis. Three 
years ago his present illness began, when he sufferd a severe 
cold with sticky expectoration, and cough followed by spitting 
of blood, frothy on top as from the bronchial tubes. Physical 
examination revealed deficient movement of right lung, in 
creased vocal fremitus over it, and percussion resonance scarce-
ly ::tltered. 
No. 3 is 46 years old and single. His father died of yellow 
fever and a sister died in childhood of an unknown cause. He 
has had no sickness except an occasional cold until a month ago 
he caught an unusually severe cold with coughing, glassy expec-
toration and short breathing. He was confined to bed in this 
condition quite sick for three weeks, had pains through his left 
chest and three days before he came to the hospital he spit up 
blood. He has lost 40 lbs. He does not sweat at nights. His 
temperature now (Dec. 17) is 102 degrees. He gives no family 
history of tuberculosis, and looks like a case of pneumonia 
Physical examination reveals deficient movement of right lung 
and flattening of chest over it, moist sub-crepitant rales in the 
apex of the left lung, apex of heart an inch below and to the 
left of the nipple and aortic regurgitation. 
No. 4 is 29 years old, a common laborer and is also single. 
His mother died of pneumonia and had been a life-long victim of 
asthma. Of special note again, a cousin, on his mother's side. 
died of tuberculosis. He had pneumonia 3 years ago and again 
last July. He spit lots of blood following this. A short time 
ago he awoke one morning with his mouth full of blood. He 
has fever, pain in the chest and cold sweats. Physical ex-
amination shows high pitched resonance over left apex, a pleur-
al friction on the right side, some evidence of epigastric pulsa-
tion and a mitral regurgitant murmer of the heart. 
Dr. Bridges calls the last three numbers beginning cases of 
tuberculosis. None of them have reached the second stage 
and there is no bronchial hreathing except in No. 1 where the 
breathing is both bronchial and amphoric and the tubes of the 
right lung are filled up. 
We forgot to mention our friend, Sir Jno. K---, Esq., 
whose good-natured face we see frequently in the corridors of 
the county hospital. He is an old book-keeper who has led an in-
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door life nearly all his years. He suffered an acute disease of 
the spine in early childhood, when New York doctors gave him 
up. He has been a periodic imbiber, taking his whisky "straight" 
fora week at a time, when his money would run short and the 
spree would "peter out." His present illness began last Febru-
ary when he says he "didn't feel his former self." His urine was 
free and copious and three or four times a night. His stomach 
bothered him and raised every thing, even whisky, which, he very 
confidently affirmed, he "had always been able to hold down. 
He has had vertigo, · sleeplessness and failing of memory since 
February, and has lost 25 lbs. His arms are very thin though 
he has never been muscular. His chest is wasted; over it the 
blue veins appear and the heart impulse is seen to be displaced 
to the left of the nipple and low down. His ankles are swollen; 
there is pitting over the tibia; his abdomen is bloated; there is 
puffiness under the eyes; his countenance is waxy, complex, put-
ty-like; ears pale and cold, and his pulse is feeble and can be 
felt far up the arm. Very characteristic is the expression of 
his eyes :-dreamy, fixed upon a past in which everything is 
eliminated from memory save a few things peculiarily gratifying 
to himself and own personal experience of better fortune in 
keeping books, treating his friends to whisky and passing ot1 
his old-time wit and drollery. On the basis of all this Sir John 
is very wise, genia.l, takes life quite philosophically, and though 
there are a few things about the later changes of Jife he.cannot 
understand, he appears hopeful and seems to be satisfied under 
an impression which is most natural in such cases:-that a per-
sonality so congenial to himself and others, so long wrought 
and thought and specially dreamed of, must somehow pass all 
o. K. 
NOTES. 
The patients and students are drawn together in very close 
sympathy. They nearly all have the grippe and some very 
"grippy" clinics are held. It obliges even those students who are 
well to pay very close attention and to write down all the pre· 
scriptions, for they must expect their own turn to come. The 
new coal tar product, methoxy-acetic acid-para-phenetidine, de 
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nominated "Kryofine" by Dr. Bischoff of Zurich, its discoverer, 
istoo expensive, and we would recommend that our professor in 
chemistry make some for us and especially for himself as he is 
supposed to be ugrippy" and finds it hard to grapple with the 
disease. 
Dr. Jonas discovered some very peculiar smoo~h, glistening 
round, cartilaginous bodies in a man's scrotum, Wednesday 
morning, January 4th,-more evidence for the embryonic theory 
of the origin of tumors. One was loose and floating and was 
about i inch in diameter. The others varied ffrom this size to 
a pin-head and were adherent. 
The president of the universe stepped into Dr. Allison's 
clinic on Tuesday, January 3rd, in a very officious manner, and 
medical science on earth was for once put to the test. He has 
been rusticating in the common garb of men as farmer and "jack 
at all trades," but repudiates the charge of having condescended 
to partake of ordinary human infirmities, though he confessed 
to having taken alcohol, (on prescription), and to the use of 
Pink Pills for two weeks, and described his pains in the head 
with the use of earthly symbolism,-"like a threshing machine 
half mile off, a rolling flashing sensation," and on walking it 
seemed sometimes as though he were "treading on cotton." He 
felt that he had two hearts, the extra one in the right hypochon-
drium where there were throbbing pains and pain a lso on pres-
sure. His reflexes were alright, his kidneys in place, and no 
glandular involvement. After careful examination Dr. Allison 
concluded that his digestive secretions were scanty, and thus 
accounted for his emotional symptoms, and that he needed .ordi-
nary tonic treatment. In this connection Dr. Allison state"S 
that he found hysteria quite common among farmers and a 
brawny working class of men. "I am much obliged to you gen-
tlemen," says this monarch of the spheres, as with a lofty, patro-
nizing ovation of the hand, he steps out of the clinical arena. 
But as we found him d9wn stairs later, listening to Dr. Allison's 
advice, he looked as submissive as an unhorsed knight. Our first 
impressions of him were wrong. His ego was not so exalted, 
but rather unbalanced, embarassed, uncertain how to take care 
of itself, doubtful of its relation to the other personalit ies sur-
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rounding, unused to its sphere, in too pathological a state gener-
ally to adapt itself to any condition and a little too wayward to 
be adapted and passively take things as they are. He is ac-
customed to isolation yet is conscious of a relation to other 
created and uncreated beings, personalities and creatures and 
of a certain responsibility attached thereto which is at times 
so unduly exalted that he does not know, but what it may de-
pend upon himself to support the general consciousness of all 
Used to having his own way with his horses, cows and pigs, he 
and keep up the good feeling of any society into which he enters. 
got in trouble with his wife, left his home in Kansas, came to 
his friend down near Bellevue and his friend wisely fetched him 
into our clinic. 
Class Tal~s. 
SENIOR NOTES. 
E. H. BURDICK, '99, Editor. 
Westerhoff spent the holidays at Alexandria, Neb. He re-
turned safely. 
Strader sojourned in Eastern Iowa during the recent holi-
days. He reports a pleasant trip and visit. 
Beatty's absence from school during the past week must 
be attributed to the la grippe fiend. 
Peterson and Stokes are both convalescent from severe 
attacks of la grippe. 
Finney visited his parents and friends at Waterloo, Neb., 
last Saturday and Sunday. 
Vaccination is the fashion at the college nowadays, in con-
sequence of the recent small pox scare. Most of the senior,s 
have submitted to the trying ordeal. 
James improved the holiday vacation by visiting relatives 
and friends in Nebraska City, Neb., and incidentally review-
ing the small pox situation at that place. 
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To hear the arguments of Spencer and Kelly in favor of the 
use of syrupus prunus Marana in the treatment of bronchitis, 
one would be led to believe it to be an infallible cure for that 
disease. 
There are two crack anatomists in the Senior class. They 
conflict in some minor points, however, one locating the antrum 
of highmore in the temporal bone and the other equally positive 
that it is located in the malar, but such small differences may 
be readily adjusted by simply knowing what page to turn to in 
the good, old students' bible. 
Finney's method of treating erysipelas is certainy a novel 
and original one. We regret that limited space prevents the 
publication of a detailed description of the remedy used and 
the mode of application of the same, at the present time, but 
we hope to be able to publish it at some future date. 
It has been a very perplexing question to several Senior 
students to conceive of a method to retain possession of a cush-
ion for even a limited length of time. Kelly has solved the prob-
lem by having a cushion made that he can carry in his vest 
pocket. 
The establishment of a library and reading room at the 
college building is greatly appreciated by the members of th!:! 
Senior class. Many an hour may now be used to advantage 
that formerly we were forced to spend in idleness, and our only 
regret is that it was not established sooner. 
The senior class has been unfortunate during the past 
month in that several members have been ill and others have 
been engagd in work which has caused them to be unavoidably 
detained from some of the lectures; and as the class is small in 
numbers, the absence of a few is very noticeable and causes 
a suspicion on the part of the professors that the students are 
purposely cutting their lectures. 
Again in clinical work at the hospitals there are times 
when clinics are being held at two or more hospitals at the same 
time, thus making it impossible for the whole class to be prei!-
ent at any one of them. It is the belief of the class editor that 
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no member of the senior class is purposely cutting lectures or 
clinics, and if at times it seems as though such were the case, 
yet if the facts were investigated, it would usually be found that 
the absent ones were unavoidably detained. 
We regret to mention the death of Mr. H. S. Eskild son, ex-'99, 
which occurred recently. At a meeting of '99, to which Mr. Eskild-
son once belonged, expressions of sympathy were passed over 
the loss of a true and sincere friend, an exemplary companion 
and fellow worker and a helpful and valuable prospective co-
laborer in the profession to which he in common with us all had 
been looking forward. It was further recommended that the 
sympathy of the class be extened to the parents of Mr. Eskild-
son, through the ·columns of The Pulse, that they might know 
of the high esteem in which their son was held by his class-mates 
and be assured that they suffer not alone our common loss. 
JUNIOR NOTES. 
A. B. LINQUEST, '00, Editor. 
Ov!~rguard, the original Overguard, the only Overguard! 
Everybody reports a pleasant vacation and had to "break-
away" to get back to college on time. 
"Brevity is the soul of wit," but it don't pass pathalogy, nor 
is phonetic spelling favorably considered. 
Douglas has reported some New Year's resolutions. What's 
the use? "Be good and you will be lonesome." 
Chas. Turnell, who was with the class for two years, but 
who is now pursuing an academic course at Grinnell College, 
recently paid us a visit. 
A clinic note : Professor-Where is the bacillus of influ-
enza born? Junior-I don't know that it is endemic anywhere. 
Professor-Isn't it borne in the air? 
.Jefferson was on the sick list for a week. Nielson has also 
been on that side of the house and Davis has been likewise af-
flicted. Thulin has recoverd from his tonsilitis. A few have 
been spared to make a quorum. 
We have troubles of our own that we can put up with but 
when a Soph. says he is right because his authority was the 
Junior notes, we cannot share his trouble as it appears that 
the answer in question meant absolutely nothing, and the notes 
proved to be correct. Soph ! Go shave your beard! 
Douglas has received a letter from Gritzka in which he re-
lates in very interesting manner his experience up to Christmas. 
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It is very evident that his interest in medicine is not lagging 
and this together with the discipline of army life is certainly 
worth considerable to anyone. To remind us of his good looks 
he has sent several camp pictures. 
The Pulse has now appeared a sufficient number of times 
to prove its usefulness. and a brief comment on this fact we 
trust is not out of place. The alumni have recognized· its utility 
and to the under-graduate it is indispensable. It enables him 
to know what is going on in departments that he bas passed and 
to learn something of those he bas not yet entered. The art-
icles by the faculty contain hints that the student can profit by 
which are not brought out in the lecture course. All things 
considered, don't fail to give your support to the good work be-
gun by the organizers. 
SOPHOMORE SIFTINGS. 
E. H. SMITH, '01, Editor. 
The long grind is on. 
Ringo made a visit to Kirksville, Mo., during vacation. 
Emerson and Smith are prosecting the head and neck fot> 
Dr. Curtis. 
Miss Wood received the highest mark in anatomy examina-
tion-98 per cent. 
Cannot some of our rising bacteriologists prepare some 
anti-scrap serum? 
Dr. Curtis spent some time in the anatomy class, in the 
consideration of the brain. 
Work in the separation of biliary acids was done in the-
chemical laboratory lately. 
Vaccination is a common operation at the present time. 
Some of the boy~ have been trying their hand at it. 
Dr. Lavender provided some specimens of trichina which 
some of the Dfembers of the pathology class mounted. 
The following members of the class are to act as assistant 
demonstrators in the dissecting room: Walker, French, B. W. 
Hall, S. B. Hall, Gilmore, Allen, A. J. Ames. 
Allen hied himself to the sun-flower state after exams. 
Hawthorne r<-•t:eived public, honorable mention upon his papet> 
on "General Pathology." 
Robt. R. Kennedy was married on the 28th ult., at high noon, 
to Miss L. Genevieve Dopson, of Newman Grove, Neb. Mr. and 
Mrs. Kennedy are at present living in the city. May long lif<> 
and happiness be theirs. 
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MISCELLANEOUS NOTES. 
Physicians should bear in mind that the Aloe & Penfold Co., 
of Omaha, receive fresh every day vaccine virus from Parke-Davis 
& Co., Mulford & Co., and Columbia Vaccine Farm, and that they 
are supplied with Diphtheria Anti-toxin in different forms and 
make a special effort to forward same by mail or express quickly. 
Who weeps with you when you are sad, and laughs with you 
when you are glad, and swears with you when you are mad? The 
editor. Who has to be both kind and wise, and never (hardly 
ever) lies, and when he does, creates surprise? The editor. Who 
owns a heart as_ well as cheek, is possessed of a spirit proud but 
meek, and lives on forty cents a week? The editor.-Weekty En-
terprise, Hamilton, Va. ll@"'Send in your subscriptions. 
The paper was late, and the make-up dumping matter in the 
forms at the rate of a co_lumn a minute. Result: The first part of 
an obituary had been dumped in the form, and the next handful of 
type came off a galley describing a recent fire. It read like this in 
the newspaper: "The pall-bearers lowered the body into the 
grave, and it was consigned to the roaring flames. Then: were 
very few, if any regrets, for the old wreck had been an eyesore to 
the town for years. The loss was fully covered by insurance." 
-Ex. 
Again we wish to urge our readers to patronize our advertis-
ers. Especially do we urge the studen ts to buy of the firms that 
place their advertisements with the College paper. If you are in-
terested in THE PULSE, if you wish to see it impi;.ove, then give us 
your support. It has been our endeavor always, to give you a 
good journal, no matter what the cost. When a firm places an 
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advertisement it does so with the expectation of returns. If it 
never hears the ad mentioned, it naturally assumes that "the seed 
has fallen on barren soil" and places its ad somewhere else. For 
instance, just across from the Post-Office is the firm of Stephens & 
Smith, Gents' Furnishing Goods. They sell goods as cheap as 
they can be bought anywhere else, quality considered. Step in, 
say you are an 0. M. C. student and that you saw their ad in THE 
PULSE. Buy something. Do the same thing with our other ad-
vertisers. We guarantee that you will be treated right. 
Sur. tlUDODhOS. GO., F6IIOWS 
Contains the Essential Elements of the animal organization-Potash & Lime. 
rhe Oxidizing .A~ents-Iron and Manganese. 
l'he Tonics-Quinine and Strychnine; 
.And the Vitalizing Constituent-Phosphorus; the whole combined in the 
form of a syrup with a NJightly .Allrnline Reaction. 
It Differs in its Effects from all .Analogous Preparations; and it pos-
sesses the important properties of being pleasa.nt to the taste, easily born by the 
stomach, and harmless under prolonged use. 
It has Gained a Wide Reputation, particularly in the treatment of Pul-
monary Tuberculosis, Chronic Bronchitis, and other affections of the respiratory 
organs. It has also been employed with much success in va.rious nervous and 
debilitating diseases. 
Its Curative Power is largely attributable to its stimulant, tonic and nutritive 
properties, by means of which the energy of the system is recruited. 
Its Action is Prompt; it stimulates the appetite and the digestion, it promotes 
assimilation, and it enters directly into the circulation with the food products. 
The prescribed dose produces a feeling of buoyancy, and removes depression and 
melancholy, hence t!te preparation is of great ~alue in tlie treatment. of me,~tal and 
nervous affections. From the fact, also, that 1t exerts a double tome and mduces 
a healthy flow of the secretions, its use is indicated in a wide range of diseases. 
Medical Letters may be addressed to: 
MR. FELLOWS. 48 Vesey St., New York. 
Groceries ... 
For the finest and compiete line 
of domestic and imported Gro· 
ceries at the most reasonable 
prices, give us a call-
Lange Grocery Co. 606 South 13th St. 
bt;TTER DUrUGflllNG 60. 
Typewriter Work Imitated PerfeGtly. 
TELEPHONE 353, 
Office and Typewriter Supplies 
Dealers in second-hand Typewriters. Students' 
Note Books, Pencils, Etc., and Circular 
Letters. 
T1:Jott1as Wf)ite:t,eac1, 
1116 FARNAM STREET,. 
Orr,af?a, "' "' "' ,.. 1'{e1o. 
Fremont, Elkhorn & Mo. Valley R.R. 
~ For Chicago and East 
Take ~ For St. Pant and the North 
m;n- For tte Greatest and Best Natural 
Sanitarium in the whole Country, go to the 
HoT SPRINGS. S. D. 
whose waters are an absolute specific for the cure of RHEUMA-
TISM, KlDNEY. STOMAC H and NERVOUS 
DISEASES. . 
SEND POSTAL TO- DAY. 
Frank S. Betz & Co., 
78 State Street, 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
J. R. BUCHANAN, 
Oeneral Pass enger Agent. 
Your "\oney 
Returned 
If you are not satisfied 
at tlie end of :JO days. 
Try it in any case of 
Acute, Subacute, Ar• 
ticular, nuscular or ... 
Gonorrheal Rheuma-
tism, Arthritis, Syno• 
vit is, Periostitis, An. 
kylosis , Gout, Etc ..... 
R'"Send for 'l'reattse and Com 
pilat!on or Sclentlflc Ar ticles on 
Dry Hot Air. 'rhousands in use 
by the most eminent physicians 




AT OUR. OR.EAT R.EDUCTION SALE 
FEBR.UAR.Y 1st TO MAR.CH 1st ...... 
In order to greatly reduce our stock we ar.e mak-
ing a heavy cut in the prices of all our winter 
shoes. Don't fail to see the splendid bargains 
we are offering during this sale. 
T. P. CARTRIGHT & CO. 
AR.E DE~LER.S IN 
& Smith, MEN·s FURNISH-INGS AND HATS. 
SOLE AGENTS 
. . . . FOR THE $3.00 Hawes Hats • 
Mail Orders Solicited, 109 N. 16TH ST .. 
lARCESTANoMosT(OMPLETEBUGCiYfACTORY ON EARTH WHITE FOR 
OUR Gooos ARE THE BEST--' 
OUR PRICE THE LOWEST 
PARRY MFG.@; lndianapohs,,nd. 
Presbyterian. 
Hospital 
Located at 26th and Uarcy Sts., OllAHA. 
PAICESAND 
CATALOGUE 
This Hospital is. 
equipped with all mod-
ern in1provements for 
ASEPTIC 
SURGICAL WORK 
and the care of Med-
ical Cases. The Resident Physician and Trained Nurses 
are constantly on duty, and the medical and surgical staff 
are in daily attendance. 











A SUPERIOR REMEDY IN ~ i Acne, Eczema, Pruritus, Syco- ~ j sis, Seborrhoea, Syphilitic ~ j Eruptions, Ulcers, I 
,~ and all skin dise~~:~!:d an antiseptic I 
~ dressing for sores and wounds of all ~ kinds, is advertised to the medical pro: fession, only. Put up in coJlapsible tubes i Samples furnished on application. I 
! ,ce ~~~~~~eci~l~!~~~~aoy ! i Acneine as an internal treatment, and~ S will be found a valuable adjunct. ~ . 
1--;~-;;A:;;.;;;~~ ~ 





Train for Chicago 
and the East .•• 
leaves the Union 
Depot, dally at .. 
5.~ p. rI). 
via the 
Chicago! Milwau~ee 
& St. Paul Railwa~ 
Unsurpassed Service. 
1\-Ieals Served "a la carte." 
City Ticket Office, 1504 Farnam Street, 
F'. A. NASH, Gen'! Western Agent. 
The EflPIRE ELASTIC 
BANDAGE 
Specially adapted for 
VARICOSE VEINS 
We invite the attention of the Medical and 
Sur,:!ical Profession to the various merits 
combined in our bandages. 
1st. Its P r os tty .--The greatest in the 
"Empire.'' It never causes itchintr, rash 
or ulceration under the bandage. 
2d, Its Elasticity, which will enable 
the surgeon or nurse to put it on at any re-
quired tension, and which will follow a 
swellin!!' up or down, as the case may be, a 
feature unknown to any other bandage. 
3d. I ts Absorbant Properties.-
Greatest ha the ·'E1upire." 
5 th . Its easy application to any part of 
the body, not beinll necessary to fold over, 
as it follows itself with equal uniformity 
around any part of the abdomen. 
5th. Its Self-Holding Qualities. 
-No bother with pins, need,es and thread, 
or string, so tiresome tosurgeons, as simply 
tucking the end under the last fold insures 
its permanent stay, until its removal for 
purpose of cleanliness. 
t;;th. The only bandalfe that is Super. 
or to the Elastic Stocking for var-
icose veins, 
.Send $1.00 for 3•inches by s•yard bandage on approval. 
THE EMPIRE ABDOMINAL SUPPORTER 








1st. It adapts itself 
to every movement of 
t he body, g I v I n g 
strong and even sup· 
port . 
2d. It produces 
warmth without irri. 
tation or sweating, as 
lt is perfectly venti-
lated. 
3d. In pregnancy, 
corpulency • tumors,or 
other cases of en large· 
ment of abdomen, it 
supports weight of 
body from the back-
bone, relieving the 
sinews of their over-
work. 
4th. Its easy appli-
ance (lace and draw 
on over the head or 
feet.) 
5th. It is cheap, 
durable. It can be 
washed when soi led, 
proper care being 
taken to cleanse In 
lukewarm water and 
dry in shade. 
In or d e r i n g give 






18 an Abdominal Supporter with Button, 
Inserted at the Na-.,al. 
Is made of the same material and possesses the 
same merits as the Empire Elastic Bandage 
and Empire Abdominal Supporters, and is pro-
nounced by all who have seen it to be the best 
In the world, A 11 of our goods are sent free 
by mail, upon receipt of price, and money re-
funded if not satisfactory. 
Prices: 
Infant, hard pad $1.25 Infant, soft pad fl.SO 
Children," 2.50 Children," 3.00 
8 inch wide, .. t2 50 Adult, '' 4.00 
11 ° ,, 3 00 
Adult, 5.00 
12 " { double l 4 00 rubber r All above Prices are net to Phyelclan• 
Manufactured by THE EMPIRE MANUFACTURING co. 
No. 48 Spring Street, LOCKPO~T, N. Y., U.S. A. 
Please mention this publication when writing. 
• • The Allison Physician's Table • • 
Strle 3B, Table. 
Modern and up to date. Most complete, 
convenient and practical Table ever invented 
for general practice. Adopted and recom-
mended by the leading Medical College5 and 
Post - Graduate Schools of this country. 
Heartily endorsed by thousands of eminent 
physicians in all parts of the world. Can be 
instantly adjusted to any desired position 
without inconvenience to operator or patient. 
Has all the chair positions; has revolving 
cabinets underneath, with glass shelves for 
instruments, and glass trays for antiseptic 
solutions; has drawers for bandages, adjust-
able stirrups and leg crutches for rectal and 
gynecological work. It will pay you to in-
vestigate. 
The Allison Chair. 
No Chair has ever 
been offered to the 
profession that has 
given more general 
satisfaction. Its sta-
bility and easy ma-
IDYalld Rolllng Chair nipulation have made 
it a favorite. 
Style 60, Wall Cabinet. 
Style 42, Instrument Cabinet. Style 62, Instrument ancl 
llledlclno Cabinet. 
We make the most complete line of Cabi-
nets to be found. They have every conven-
ience desired, are eminently adapted to the 
purposes for which they are intended, and 
have come to be one of the necessities of the 
physician's office. Catalogue, with full infor-
mation, free. 
W. D. ALLISON 00 .. 
133 and 136 East South Street, Indianapolis, Ind. 
OMAHA MEDICAL COLLEGE. 
MEDICAL DEPART MENT 
UNIVERSITY OF OMAHA. 
Four years graded course comprising all branches of medicine and 
surgery. Credentials issued to students by other medical schools in good 
standing permit of admission to advanced work. Graduates of universities 
and other colleges of equal requirements are credited with one year's work. 
E ntrance Examination required of those not possessing literary cre-
dentials indicating a good English education. 
Clinical Instruction in the Out•door Dispensary, the Douglas County, Omaha, 
Clarkson, Immanuel, and Presbyterian Hospitals. 
DBPAl<TMBNT OF INTBJtNAL MBDICINE: Wellington S. Gibbs, M. D., Willson O. Bridires, M. D. 
H. M. McClanahan. M. D.,_ William F. Milroy, M. D. 
DEPAl!TMENT OF SURGERY: John E. Summers, Jr., M. D., August F. Jonas, M. D., Chas. C. Allison 
M. D., B. B. Davis, M. D., Donald Macrae, M. D. 
DEPARTMBNT oF MATBRIA MBDICA AND THBJtAPEUTICS: William H. Christie, M. D., Henry B. 
Wilson, M. D. 
DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS: Edward W. Chase, M. D. 
DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY: Donald Macrae, Jr., M. D .. A. \V. Edmiston, M. D., W. L. Curtis, M. D. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY: Vernon L Tre1nor, M. D. 
DEPARTMENT oP CH&MIST1<Y: A. C. Stokes, M. S. 
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCB: ludge Wm. w. Keysor. 
DEPARTMENT OF GYNECOLOGY: E win lf Brown, M. D. 
DEPARTMENT OF DISEASES OF THE EYE ANO EAR: Harold Gifford.t M. D. 
DEPARTMENT OF LARYNCOLOGY AND RHINOLOGY: F. s. Owen, M. 1). 
DEPARTMENT OF DERMATOLOGY: o. s Hoffman, M. D. 
DEPARTMENT OF NERVOUS AND M'l!!NTAL DISEASES: Hamilton B. Lowry, M. D., Richard C. 
Moore, M. D 
DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY, HISTOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY: Wm. R. Lavender, M. D. 
For particulars and further information apply to 
EDWARD W. CHASE, Secretary, 
Continental Building, OMAHA, NEB. 
SAMUEL BURNS' ~~~~~:~Y House. 
Pottery and Glass From All Countries. 
Wa Make a Specialty of Family Trade and Can Offer 
A Handsome Wbite Mercer China Dinner Set$5.75 Handsome Decorated Dinner Sets .... $4 oo to$ 6.75 
Haviland China Hand Painted Dinner Set $20.00 Complete Decorated Toilet Set, with Jar $2 to as 
Complete Decorated Toilet Set, Hand Painted $3.00 to $10.00 
1318 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb. 
Awarded Gold Medal 1898 Nebraska 
State and Inter-State Photograhers' 
Convention. 
High= Class Photography. 
818, 815 and 817 So. 15th Street, 
OMAHA. 
Th6 Immanu61 ttosoital 








This Hospital is situated on an elevated lo· 
cation, one block from motor cars, but suffl-
cleo tly remote to secure quietness and the 
purest air. Thoroughly equipped with the 
Latest Appliances !or the Scienttll.c Treatment 
or both Medical and Surgical cases. The nurs-
ing ls in charge of a Sisterhood or Protestant 
Deaconesses who are 1n love with their work 
and thoroughly trained for It. 
Kill the Germs Of LA GRIPPE. 
For the treatmen t of this p revalent and s o far unc hecked dis-
ease we recommen d our COMPR ESSED TABL E T S " L A G R I PPE ." 
Formula s u ggested and r ecommended by D r. J. L . G reene , a 
prominent practitioner of Colorado who, since the la st epidemic, 
has m ade an especial s t udy of t h e bacil l us of influenza and e x -
perimented a s to t h e mean s of i ts d estruction. Our Tabl et is t h e 
result of his investigation, and if prescribed a s directed , wi ll ver y 
q uickly and effectuall y D EST ROY T HE GERM S of t h e disease. 
Inv a luab le either a s a preventive or to effect a cure . 
• • Each Tablet Contains : 
Sod I urn snllcylntc .. . ..... . :I 1,"T:s. 
Act•tnnllld . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . I gr. 
Citrated Caffeine .... . .. . . . '• l(t'. 
O il Peppermint . . )4 rnln1m. 
• • 
PRI CE PER HU N DR E D . .. ... .. . $ .60 
PR ICE P E R T H O U SAN D .. . . ... 4.00 
By mail, post paid, to a ny United 
States address o n receipt of price. 
• - - - MADE ONLY BY---• 
Th6 M6f66r Gh6IBi6al 60., 
Standard .... . . 
~'V- PHARMACEUTICAL 
.,,, PREPARATIONS .... . 
OMAHA, NEB. 
Vaccine Virus 
We carry in stock the Ivory P oints, P . D & Co. 's Glycerinated 
S terilized Vaccine V irus in glass Tubes and Welcker's F luid Vaccine. 
Stock re:eived daily from the manuracturers . Your orders solicited. 
Anti-Diphtheriti c Serum. 
\Ve ca rry in s tock a complete line of t he differen t serums manufac-
tured by Park, Davis & Co., H. K . Mul ford Co. , and Paste ur Institute, 
Paris. Mail and telegraph orders given prompt attention. 
Improved Anti,toxin Syringe, with rubber packing in metal · case, 
10 c, c, Each, $2,50 
Same Style, 5 c, c, Each, $2,25 
The Aloe ~ Penfold 
Company. 
IMPORTERS AN D JOBBERS OF 
Surgical Instruments, Physicians' Supplies, Drugs, 
Chemicals, Medica l Books, Optical and 
Photogra phic Goods. 
1408 Farnam St., Opp. Paxton Hotel. OM/\Hf\, NEB. 
